Use Colorful Words to Write a Colorful Story!

I think it was that great author Mouse Twain who said, The difference between the right word and the almost right word is the difference between lightning and a lightning bug.

How true! You probably have noticed that in MY books, I show off my favorite words with color and style!

Think like an artist. Use color, size, and shape to make them pop off the page.

Writing Tip:
Keep collecting colorful words. Write them down in a journal or notepad so you can always find them when you want to use them. Even a clever rodent finds new and exciting words everyday!

Want to know more about me and my writing?
Please visit www.scholastic.com/geronimostilton to find a list of my books as well as games, articles, and audioclips from some of my most exciting adventures!

Useful Links:
www.scholastic.com/geronimostilton
www.scholastic.com/geronimostilton
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Seeing is believing! That’s why my books have pictures, maps, and diagrams. I sometimes include fact pages, too. I want you to see each new place with your own eyes.

Whenever I am away on one of my adventures, I meet rodents who are kind and friendly. But sometimes I run into rodents who are just the opposite. Take Count Cyrus Von Snootrat, for example!

Here is a profile I wrote about him:

**Name:** Cyrus Von Snootrat

**What He Looks Like:** Tall, thin, and…of course…snooty! His eyes are blue and as cold as ice.

**How He Acts:** Like he’s better than everyone else.

**What He Wants:** To be the world’s greatest athlete.

**His Weakness:** He does not know how to lose gracefully!

**The Trouble He Causes:** Hmmm… I won’t fill this part in, just in case you have not yet read Geronimo and the Gold Medal Mystery. After all, reading a mystery or adventure is no fun without a few surprises!

**Writing Tip:** The more you know about a place, the easier it is to draw or write about it! The first thing I do when I’m in a new place is take notes about everything I notice. I look closely at the buildings, the people, and the cheese! Second, I find out more by interviewing people and searching for facts in books and on the Internet.

**Use Descriptive Words to Make Characters Come to Life!**

Wherever I am away on one of my adventures, I meet rodents who are kind and friendly. But sometimes I run into rodents who are just the opposite. Take Count Cyrus Von Snootrat, for example!

Here is a profile I wrote about him:

**Name:** Cyrus Von Snootrat

**What He Looks Like:** Tell thin… of course… snooty! His eyes are blue and as cold as ice.

**How He Acts:** Like he’s better than everyone else.

**What He Wants:** To be the world’s greatest athlete.

**His Weakness:** He does not know how to lose gracefully!

**The Trouble He Causes:** Hmmm… I won’t fill this part in, just in case you have not yet read Geronimo and the Gold Medal Mystery. After all, reading a mystery or adventure is no fun without a few surprises!

**Writing Tip:** Sometimes getting started can be the hardest part of writing a story! When I get stuck, I imagine a captivating character and create a profile of him or her. What does this character want? What would he or she do? Once I’ve figured that out, I’m ready to write my story!

**Now It’s Your Turn!**

Think of a character you’d like to write about. Following the example above, write your own character profile. Then write a story about your character.

**Quick Quiz:**

1. Who rides a motorcycle, loves travel and sports, and knows karate?
2. Who loves snacking on all kinds of foods and calls Geronimo “Gerry-Berry”?
3. Who is always eager to help or take notes, and is always in a good mood?

**Writing Tip:** Sometimes getting started can be the hardest part of writing a story! When I get stuck, I imagine a captivating character and create a profile of him or her. What does this character want? What would he or she do? Once I’ve figured that out, I’m ready to write my story!

**Now It’s Your Turn!**

Think of a character you’d like to write about. Following the example above, write your own character profile. Then write a story about your character.

**Quick Quiz:**

1. Thea Stilton; 2- Trap Stilton; 3- Benjamin Stilton

**Writing Tip:** Write About Your Family, Using Dialogue

Write about your family and all the things that make them special. What activities do you do with your family? Do you tell silly stories, go on grand adventures, or work together to save the planet?

**Now It’s Your Turn!**

Write about your family and all the things that make them special. What activities do you do with your family? Do you tell silly stories, go on grand adventures, or work together to save the planet?

**Quick Quiz:**

1. Name That Mouse!
2- Who loves travel and sports, and knows karate?
3- Who loves snacking on all kinds of foods and calls Geronimo “Gerry-Berry”?
4- Who is always eager to help or take notes, and is always in a good mood?

**Writing Tip:** Make characters come to life in your stories by using dialogue. What characters say and how they say it tells a lot about them. It also makes stories more fun to read!

**Now It’s Your Turn!**

Think about a place you visited in an adventure you just read. Create your own picture or map of that place, then describe it in as much detail as you can.

• How is this place like someplace in your world?
• How is it different?

**What would you do if you were there? Why?**

**Writing Tip:** Make characters come to life in your stories by using dialogue. What characters say and how they say it tells a lot about them. It also makes stories more fun to read!
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**Writing Tip:** Make characters come to life in your stories by using dialogue. What characters say and how they say it tells a lot about them. It also makes stories more fun to read!